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Is Anybody Listening to You?
Use Differentiation as a strategy for growth and watch your  
business trajectory take a sharp upward curve.
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I’m tired of hype – how about you? And I think the 
marketplace is as well – though there is little sign 
that anything will change soon. In fact, if anything 
marketing hype is getting hypier! It’s as if marketers 
have determined that they were losing effectiveness 
with earlier approaches so they’ve decided to get 
louder and more outrageous with every new 
iteration.

Bigger and bolder claims, longer sales letters, 
louder voices, sexier models, mind bending challenges to our senses and 
messages displayed in more venues, in more places and more often than 
ever. And why is that? It’s because as a marketplace we have grown 
numb. Marketers have lost their ability to hook us because we are rapidly 
coming to that place where we’ve seen and heard it all. Nothing moves 
us because we have either been moved before and sorely under-
whelmed – or because whatever we hear or see, someone else is doing it 
more, more places or with more alleged juice to their offer. We are 
getting picky, hesitant, reluctant and reticent. It’s hard to wow us 
anymore…except with something truly different.

Small businesses can instantly 
lift their presence and boost 
sales by decidedly not trying to 
compete with the “louder is 
better” trend in sales and 
marketing while seeking clarity 
and specific messages to specific 
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targeted audiences that care to 
take notice.

This is called Differentiation... targeting audiences that know we are 
talking to them and them alone and assuring value to our message. And 
how do you do that?

Well here are 3 ideas for Differentiating that I have used to help small 
businesses I coach accelerate growth and create high velocity success:

1. Narrow your niche. When you try to serve too many masters it is 
hard to avoid distinguishing yourself with only better service or a 
lower price. Not to mention that those domains are cliché, they 
also turn you into a commodity. You have to have more to say 
about your value than simply price or service – and the way to 
promote higher value is to narrow who it is that you are specifically 
valuable to then offer something that niche hasn’t seen before 
from other companies serving them. Hone your message into a 
laser sharp statement of value that will resonate with no mistake 
that you are not just the best, but the only provider of your brand 
or style of your product or service. This will require some creativity 
but as challenging as it might be at first, it truly leapfrogs you to 
the front of your market.

2. Focus on advocacy, not repeat sales. Sure, getting customers 
to come back for more is important – but even more critical is to 
design your service and deliver strategies so that you overwhelm 
your customers with an extraordinary buying experience. Make it 
irresistible for your customers not to talk about you.

3. Point, don’t paint. Too many marketing strategies are delivered 
as what I call “Hey You” strategies where marketing messages 
are delivered to the masses – literally painting the marketplace 
with a roller brush – hoping that on that one day and at that one 
moment prospective buyers will not only drop what they are doing 
to intently listen to the marketing mania, but they will then in a 
trance-like state take action on your invitation to buy. Bologna. It 
never happens. People buy when they want to buy – not when you 
happen to catch them at a weak moment. When you point to 
specific people as we have already discussed, and then direct 
them to exactly what and when you want them to do something – 
you are on your way to mastering Differentiation.
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Use Differentiation as a strategy for growth and watch your business 
trajectory take a sharp upward curve.
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Steve Dailey is a speaker, author, advocate and coach for people 45 and 
older embracing the second half of life as the Better Half. Helping 
hundreds of small business owners for over 20 years achieve new levels 
of vision, confidence and success in their business goals has taught him 
that those most equipped to make a difference in the world around them 
are those that have endured the challenges and obstacles of life through 
their first 40-50 years. His battle cry challenges - "If not for the second 
half, what was the first half for?!" www.AchievementBridge.com 
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